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About Markfield
Markfield is an inclusive community hub in Haringey where people can play, socialise
and get information & support. Our vision is a world where disabled, Deaf and
autistic people are treated as equals, have a voice and can live the life they want.
Markfield was founded in 1979 by parents of disabled children. We are an
independent registered charity providing services for disabled people and their
families and drop-in sessions for the whole community.

Our purpose
•
•
•

To enable disabled, Deaf and Autistic people to be themselves, take risks and
live life to the full
To focus on the needs of the whole family and break down isolation
To promote respect of disabled, Deaf and Autistic people and support their
full participation in society

Our values
•
•
•
•

Inclusive - We are for disabled and non-disabled people
Innovative - We explore new ideas
Empowering - We enable participation
Connected – We are part of our community
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Introduction
The Haringey Building Bridges Project
In 2012 Markfield joined Family Action to deliver a partnership project funded by Big
Lottery ‘Improving Futures’. The project aimed to improve outcomes for children
within families experiencing multiple and complex problems, by offering joined-up
support and provision for families at a local level (with at least one child of Primary
school age).
Family Action has been delivering the Haringey Building Bridges programme since
2012; which is a home-based family support service designed to meet the needs of
families with multiple complex needs*, to make the families stronger, safer and
more fulfilling for children and parents.
The partnership between Family Action and Markfield’s Family Support services for
families with disabled children worked to include in Haringey Building bridges
existing model of support specialist parenting advice services for parents/carers of
disabled children, training workshops, delivery of the SFSC (Strengthening Families,
Strengthening Communities) parenting programme and the development of a
volunteer befriending scheme delivered by Markfield staff.
With the success of the four-year partnership project Haringey Building Bridges was
able to extend for a further fifth year in 2016. The goal of this final year was to reach
families and professionals in schools and to share learning from the befriending
scheme with the local voluntary sector in Haringey. From June 2016 to July 2017
Haringey Building Bridges has provided advice sessions in five local schools as well as
specialist training workshops to parents and professionals in the schools on topics
such as Positive Behaviour Management, Makaton, Developmental Movement Play
and Understanding Autism. In order to share the learning from the volunteer
befriending scheme Markfield have developed a toolkit for other voluntary sector
organisations to use when planning and delivering similar schemes.

*The description multiple complex needs describes families where there is one or
more of the following difficulties: a parent with mental health problems, a young
carer in the home, difficulties in parenting, children with mental health or
behavioural difficulties, relationship issues, children on a child protection plan,
children who have come to the attention of social services, and financial and material
hardship.
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How to use this Toolkit
This toolkit and its accompanying resources is provided on a either a CD-ROM or USB
memory stick, ensuring that you have the full range of Markield documents, slides,
forms and learning materials for you to set up your own Family Befriending scheme
or project.
In this manual, where a section signposts you to a particular resource contained
within the Memory Stick or CD-ROM, this will be shown as in this example:

Memory Stick4
1 Planning Your Project
• Things to Think About
• Sample Document

It’s a good idea to first read through this entire manual. Then, as you being to
develop your own project, refer back to specific sections to help you develop and
refine your project.
The last section of this document – Markfield Resources – contains a complete list of
files to be found on the memory stick. You can use and adapt any of the resources to
suit your own needs.
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Project Flowchart
Here’s our suggested work flow, to enable you to cover the key aspects of
developing a Family Befriending toolkit…

Identify
Project Need

Plan Project

Recruit
Befriendees

First Meeting

Match and
Assess

Recruit
Befrienders

Regular
Befriending
Takes Place

Ongoing
Supervision

Review and
Evaluation
(Family)

Feedback from
Befriender

Feedback from
Befriendee
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What is Befriending?
The National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO) describes Befriending as ‘a
voluntary, mutually beneficial and purposeful relationship in which an individual
gives time to support another to enable them to make changes in their life’.
Over time, befriending can provide a transformative experience, resulting in a
positive impact on both the beneficiary and befriender. But how do you identify a
need for your own Befriending Project?

The Purpose of Befriending
When thinking about befriending, there are usually four main areas to consider:
•
•
•

•

Specific – your project should have a clear aim, eg to enable isolated people
in Haringey to enjoy time with someone
Adapt Behaviour – encourage and reinforce positive behaviours, or reduce
unwanted behaviours
Increase Opportunities – befriending can widen the range of opportunities
open to the befriendee, enabling them to discover and experience new
things, with the help of their befriender
Supportive – the befriending relationship should be built on mutual trust,
understanding and support
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Who are you trying to reach out to?
When defining and designing your befriending project, you should have a clear idea
of who your project beneficiaries are. In Markfield's case, befriending project was
clearly designed around families who had specific support needs. Think about your
wider organisations beneficiaries and where they fit into your intended befriending
scheme.

How do you know your beneficiaries want your help?
From the outset, you should try to find effective ways of involving your project
beneficiaries in the design of your befriending scheme. Using co-productive models
of engagement will help ensure that your project beneficiaries get the help and
support they want, and will also help your volunteer befrienders be clearer about
your expectations of them.
You may already have anecdotal evidence of the need of a befriending project.
Nevertheless, you should always consult and engage your project beneficiaries at the
start of your journey, ensuring buy in and building awareness. If you are seeking
external funding for your project, this stage will also ensure that you can
demonstrate both the need and desire for your befriending project.
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Planning Your Project
Delivery models
Frequently, mentoring and befriending involves a one-to-one relationship based on
face-to-face meetings. Over time, this has evolved to include a range of flexible
models and methods developed in response to the needs of service users.
Mentoring and befriending can be offered as a stand-alone package of support or as
one element of a multi-intervention approach.
Delivery models include:
•
•
•

One-to-one: one person mentors or befriends another.
Group: a group of people come together with shared aims and objectives to
learn, share and support each other.
One to many: an individual provides support for a number of people either in
a small group together or individually.

Delivery methods include:
•
•
•

Face-to-face: the participants meet in person.
Telephone: the use of telephone and telephone-conferencing, often referred
to as tele-befriending or tele-mentoring.
Internet-based: using electronic methods such as email to deliver the
support. Often referred to as e-mentoring and e-befriending.

When thinking about and designing your project, try to explore the different options
of delivery and, where possible, include your project beneficiaries in this process so
that you end up with the most effective delivery model.

Project Workplan
Early in your project, it’s a good idea to start working on your operational work plan.
The work plan will set out what your intended outcome is, what activities you will
do, how you will do them and how long you need to achieve. You will, of course, also
need to consider what funding and other resources you will need in order to
successfully deliver your project.
If you are seeking external funding for your project, they will almost certainly require
this sort of information. In any event, with a clear, easy-to-understand plan, you will
find it much easier to communicate what your project is and what it’s trying to
achieve – both to internal people in your organisation and externally.
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The ‘Fit’ of Your Project
At Markfield we believe it is essential that the befriending project sits within a wider
network of support services, so that volunteers are able to fulfil their role within the
context of the organisation.
We have found that befriending is most successful when volunteers are well
supported, have access to staff expertise and knowledge and are part of a network
of joined up services that can support a family’s needs. We do not feel the matches
we have set up would have worked so well if volunteers could not also refer families
to other types of help and support within the organisation such as one to one advice,
training workshops and community drop in services.

Each organisation will look different, but we feel it is important that the befriending
project does not stand alone, where volunteers may feel overwhelmed with
responsibility and try to take on a role beyond the volunteering match agreed. This
can lead to stressed volunteers and families potentially receiving inaccurate
information or wanting more from the befriender than they can offer.
There are many examples of how our joined-up model has benefited families; for
example several befriending matches have focused on supporting a parent/carer to
attend other services at Markfield, such as our Friday Parent’s Group or Saturday
Family Club. The support given to the family has sometimes been practical, e.g.
helping travel on public transport to Markfield or meeting at the family home to help
get the children ready to leave. At other times it has been an emotional support,
enabling a parent to feel more confident coming into a new group by having a
familiar face there too. As a result we have seen many families gain confidence
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travelling to attend services at Markfield and beyond and many continue to be part
of the network at a community drop in such as our Under 5s ‘stay and play’ or
parents’ group, well after the befriending match has ended.
We have actively supported families to access other organisations, this included a
young person being supported to attend a new youth group, which she really
wanted to do but didn’t feel confident enough to do alone. This was really successful
and the feedback from both the young person and her mum was great…

“(My daughter) waits for Mondays,
when the volunteer comes… she has
made friends at the youth club who
she sees outside of club, because of
her befriender… everyone says her
confidence has improved” Parent
We also wanted to help families access their wider community, gain confidence
going out into London or trying new things further afield. We organised trips our for
families as a way to introduce families to each other and also to offer experiences
that may have otherwise been too difficult for families to do. Our trips included
coach journeys to the seaside, visiting the theatre, going to an adventure park and a
canal boat trip. These were fantastic days out and with volunteer support several
families were able to do things they had never managed before, as well as meeting
other families and making connections and friendships that lasted beyond the
project.

“What we liked best was the fact
that we did something different that
we would never have been able to do
without
Markfield…
and
the
volunteers” Parent
“It felt very good to be with people
who can understand you and your
child” Parent
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Project Safety
Confidentiality
Where volunteers will have access to sensitive or personal information, it is vital to
stress the importance of confidentiality and to cover this in any induction / training
you provide before the befriending begins. You could also signpost to a fuller
confidentiality policy/agreement or describe what you mean by confidentiality and
how volunteers should respect it.

Protection of vulnerable clients
Where volunteers will be working with vulnerable people basic principles of
child/vulnerable adult protection should be spelt out (screening, training, reporting
procedures and so on) and any relevant policies/procedures signposted.

Developing a lone working policy
You may have existing policies that cover lone working. Even so, you should ensure
that the policies are updated to reflect volunteer involvement. Typically this would
include Health and Safety and Equal Opportunities policies but you may also have
Confidentiality and Protection of Children/Vulnerable Adult policies and procedures
among others, which may also need to be amended. If you’re involving volunteers
for the first time, it’s a good idea to check with your insurers as they need to be
informed of volunteer involvement and you may need to adapt your cover
accordingly.

Memory Stick4
1 1. Project Safety

Markfield lone working risk assessment.doc

DBS Checks
You will need to assess whether the project you intend to develop will involve the
requirement to carry out a Disclose & Barring Service (DBS) check on the volunteers
you recruit. There are clear guidelines around the carrying out of checks of and it’s
important you make an informed decision for your own project’s particular setup.
You will need to make it clear in your recruiting information that the volunteer role
requires a check and that, where appropriate, having a criminal record might not
automatically prevent that person from volunteering as a befriender.
NCVO states in their Information Sheet on DBS Checks:
“DBS checks are just one part of the wider safeguarding process which includes safe
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and careful recruitment techniques, training and vigilant day-to-day management.
These processes are also essential for identifying problem behavior at the earliest
opportunity and when performed properly, can negate the need for a DBS check in
many circumstances.
The decision to conduct a DBS check should always be made carefully and only where
there is a strong and demonstrably compelling case for doing so. The temptation for
organisations to check ‘just in case’ should always be resisted. There is anecdotal
evidence that some organisations carry out DBS checks on all their volunteers
without properly evaluating risk and where there is no entitlement or reason to do
so. Not only can this discourage people from volunteering, it is also illegal.
Conversely, there is a risk some organisations will avoid recruiting volunteers
altogether through fear of making an incorrect checking decision.”

Local Authority Checks
At Markfield, we ask our prospective volunteers if they have ever had involvement
with social care for Child Protection (CP) issues. We do this in a gentle, non-leading
and non-judgemental way.
We feel that if a parent volunteer is going into a home with another family in a
position of trust, we need to know more details, particularly if they have had a child
of their own who has been subject to a CP plan, or if any of the children are Looked
After. This forms a part of our more broad assessment about whether the volunteer
poses any risk to a family and/or whether they are the right match for the specific
needs of the family.
We have had volunteers with Looked After children be matched before, but would
be unlikely to match a parent with an on-going Child Protection issue/plan until their
own family situation was more stable. We see this as a protection for the volunteer
and family.
In any event, Markfield strongly encourages parent volunteers and we expect many
of them will have had involvement with social care if they have a disabled child; we
see this experience as an asset to their volunteering, not a hindrance.

Further reading and helpful links
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/disclosure-and-barring-service
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/component/redshop/publications/2-downloadpublications/P159-volunteering-information-sheets-disclosure-and-barringservice?highlight=WyJkYnMiXQ
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Recruiting Volunteers for your project
Creating and advertising a role description
Before taking someone on as a volunteer, you need to be clear about the role that
they are going to undertake. Few people will offer their services to an organisation
without any idea of what volunteering they will be carrying out. A good role
description sets this out clearly and makes it easy to identify the tasks expected of
your volunteer befrienders.
It's a good idea to break down the role into individual tasks and elements, and doing
so at the start of our project will help you create a role that will have something
tangible to offer prospective volunteers. This in turn will help you recruit the people
you need to make the project a success.

When thinking about tasks and what to put together into a role description, here are
some questions that may help you.
Is the role…
•
•
•

On-going? A time-limited project?
Based on site? Based in a beneficiary's home? Somewhere else?
Reasonable to expect someone to do as a volunteer? If not, are you able to
split it into smaller roles that may be more appealing?
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•
•
•
•
•

Something that needs to be done in short sessions? Befriending usually
requires a regular commitment.
Asking for a minimum commitment? If so, how could you phrase this more as
their expectation or aspiration, rather than a rule?
Something that requires a lot of support or training? Befriending will usually
require a thorough training and induction period for the volunteer, you
should make this clear from the start.
Something that has a good offer to the volunteer? Is it fun, interesting, a
challenge, a learning experience, a chance to make a difference? Think about
your volunteers as much as your beneficiaries.
Something that requires particular skills or relevant experience?

Recruitment Messages
Your recruitment methods are going to depend greatly on the role that you have to
offer. Volunteer befriending often attracts a diverse range of people with an equally
diverse reason to give their time for your project, so it's a good idea to think about
how you are going to sell your befriending role to as wider audience as possible.
There are, of course, many reasons why people volunteer. For example, they may
want to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

learn new skills
practice existing skills
we knew people
get something good on their CV
have fun
give something back to the community
feel useful
work with a particular client group

Generally speaking, you will find it useful to be aware of people's motivations.
Volunteers are, by definition, not paid – but they are looking for something from
their volunteering. Your goal should be to successfully tap into these motivations
and ultimately give you the best choice of attracting potential volunteers to your
befriending project.
When thinking about and designing your volunteer befriending role description,
think about it what it is that you have to offer. If you already involve volunteers, it
can often be very useful to ask them what attracted them to volunteer with you. This
may give you helpful insight when designing your befriending role.
At its most simple level, role descriptions or adverts that simply state "volunteers
needed" is really not going to get you where you want to be. It's often more useful
to tap into people's motivations to volunteer and use these as the headlines to grab
people's attention, for all the right reasons.
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It's also a good idea to convey what your organisation does, and what you're trying
to achieve more broadly. This is particularly useful in a befriending setting, as it
allows people to "buy in" to the ethos and aims of your organisation. This will usually
mean more committed volunteers, who will stay with you longer and get more out
of their experience.

Where to Recruit Volunteers
There are a number of ways you can recruit volunteers to your befriending project,
many of them for free.
Often, the most utilised and effective way is by word-of-mouth. If you have a team
of existing, happy volunteers, they will often be the best ambassadors for your work
and will talk positively to others about their experience volunteering with you.
Encourage your existing volunteers to talk to people in their social circles and help
spread the word that you're recruiting befrienders; you might be surprised how
effective this can be.
Alongside word-of-mouth, volunteer brokerage services can also be a great way of
recruiting volunteers. In Haringey, the Volunteer Centre and Community Impact
Haringey both provide volunteer brokerage services, free of charge.
Both the services also offer support to help you craft your perfect role description
and can help you more broadly when setting up your volunteering programme. The
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Volunteer Centre in Haringey also populates the national volunteering website,
www.do-it.org
Here are their contact details:
Community Impact Haringey
Telephone 020 8489 5480
Email phedorah@bridgerenewaltrust.org.uk
Website www.bridgerenewaltrust.org.uk
Volunteer Centre Haringey
Telephone 020 8489 5480
Email hello@volunteerharingey.london
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Further Support, Information & Reading
Your local Volunteer Centre is a great place to get support, information and advice
on any aspect of your volunteering programme. They can help you refine your role
descriptions, help ensure you have all the basic sets of policies and procedures in
place (even provide you with basic templates to get you started!) and, most
importantly, can advertise your volunteering opportunities both locally and via
national websites – ensuring you have the best chance of recruiting the best
volunteers. Contact details above.

Memory Stick4
1 2. Recruiting Volunteers For Your Project

Application & Information pack.doc
Befriender Role Description.doc
Email for application.doc
Email for interview.doc
Interview & DBS Check List people with previous
convictions.doc
Interview questions.doc
Local Authority check.doc
Offer email & invite to induction.doc
Recruitment checks.doc
Volunteer Reference Form.doc
Volunteer Reference Request.doc
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Volunteer Recruitment Checklist
It’s a good idea to be fully prepared before embarking on the interview stage of your
volunteer recruitment process. Here’s the checklist we have used to make sure we
were on track…

PRE-INTERVIEW

•
•
•
•
•
•

INTERVIEW

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DBS PROCESS

•
•
•
•
•
•

INDUCTION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Application form processed
Invite to interview & send address/contact
details/map
Interview space booked
Volunteer timeline printed (if appropriate)
Interview questions printed
Additional forms for applicants with criminal records
and/or Social Services, if necessary
(if applicant seems very good, ask to bring ID)
Assess suitability for role(s)
Offer position or let them know date you will get back
to them
Confirm availability for training dates
(book induction date)
Carry out DBS or book to come back
Send reference request
If necessary, invite further detail from applicant re
Social Services input.
Book laptop and space (for privacy)
uCheck – carry out online check
enter applicant details on spreadsheet
keep copy of ID in case application rejected
Check weekly at least: applicant will receive paper
copy, we receive electronic verification
When complete, enter date and DBS number on
spreadsheet
Destroy ID
Book induction pre- or post training
Ensure applicant has volunteer handbook & Code of
Practice
Personnel checklist completed
(if post) Ensure matching details completed
Ensure volunteer agreement signed
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Befriending Volunteer Timeline
Application & Induction

If we have a suitable
volunteering role for you, your
references will be checked and
we will complete an online DBS
check either at Interview or
Induction

You will attend an Induction
Meeting to:
• Read our Policies & sign a Volunteering
Agreement
• Depending on timing, you may do these
things before or after the training
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Training

You need to attend EITHER
an intensive 2-day course,
plus homework, on 2
Saturdays, OR a 5 day
training course on
consecutive weekdays.

You need to volunteer on at
least 1 Family Club event

These are every 2nd
Saturday of the month
11am-3pm
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Matching with a Family

Once your DBS check is
complete and all training is
complete, the Volunteer
Coordinator will meet with
you to match you with a
family.

You will then meet the family
with the coordinator

Family Club Days are a great
place to come together with
other volunteers and families.
(You can bring your own
family along too!)

You will agree with the family
your visiting day and time.
(You must commit to a
minimum of 6 months)

A review meeting will be held
with the family and
coordinator after 2 months

Ending a placement needs to
be planned carefully
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Supervision

You need to inform
the coordinator if
you change your
visiting times

You must contact us
after each visit

You must attend
group supervision
at least once every
2 months

Regular supervision
is essential

When you leave the
project you will be
asked to attend an
exit interview
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Training and inducting your volunteers
In this section, we provide information and background on how we delivered our
training and induction for volunteer befrienders. We hope it provides a useful
springboard to creating and tailoring your own induction programme, based on your
specific project aims, objectives and parameters.

Training notes for facilitating Family Befriending Training for volunteers
Developing this training
This training was first developed by Markfield in 2013 for delivery to our Family
Befriending volunteers. It was written by the Volunteer Coordinator and Family
Support Manager at Markfield who collectively held several years experience
delivering training to parents/carers, volunteers, staff and professionals.
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The Safeguarding training day has been updated by Markfield’s current Deputy
Director and Safeguarding Officer who has been trained by both the NSPCC
(Designated Safeguarding Officer training) and Haringey’s Local Safeguarding
Children Board (Child Protection for Designated Leads), with the training structure
being informed by Markfield’s most recent Safeguarding policy which is reviewed
annually and updated inline with national legislation and guidance.
The training content
The focus of our befriending training has been to prepare volunteers for
volunteering in families with disabled children. Most of our volunteers worked
directly with children in the family although some supported disabled adults and
others worked directly with parents/carers.
We have looked across our learning and experience of delivering both the volunteer
training and the project as a whole to bring together training sessions that have
relevant content for a wider range of befriending schemes. We have identified
where each organisation will need to add their own content, develop bespoke
resources or include the most recent national or local information and data.
We hope this framework - which includes three structured training sessions, planned
activities, as well as content developed directly from our learning - is a helpful guide
and resource for other befriending programmes.
The training session format
We aimed to recruit as many parents/carers as possible into our befriending
programme as a key principle for us was supporting volunteers to share their
experience and skills as parents/carers of disabled people. Consequently, we
structured each training session to fit around the school day so volunteers could
arrive after the school drop off and leave in time to pick up children from school if
needed.
Breaks and refreshments are important for our training sessions; we always ensured
a morning tea break was scheduled and had a good supply of treats and that the
lunch was generous and nourishing.
It is important to us that volunteers know they are valued, that we respect and are
grateful for their time and commitment to the project.
Our training programme consisted of five training days and topics. We have included
three of these in this toolkit. The final two sessions were very specific to our
programme, focusing on supporting behaviour and inclusive play. We have not
included this content in the toolkit as it would be more appropriate for each
organisation to develop remaining content that is most relevant to their ethos and
purpose. If supporting behaviour and inclusive play are topics you would like to
know more about Markfield delivers training on these topics for professionals.
Please contact us for more information about training options and prices.
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Structure of the training course
The course is organised to build the volunteer’s knowledge and confidence, session
by session. Starting with the introductory session, this outlines key information
about being a volunteer, the befriending project and the wider organisation. The
safeguarding session is next as we have found it works best to address safeguarding
early in the training course as volunteers often have many questions and some
anxieties about safeguarding. The third session about building positive relationships
follows on well from the previous two sessions, building on existing knowledge and
introducing key areas related to going into a family’s home, respecting values and
maintaining safe boundaries.
We scheduled the sessions once a week for the duration of the course as it is easier
for volunteers to have availability once a week over a period of time rather than for
a block of days.
Ending the course
Once you have designed the content for the final days of the course, be sure to
include time in the final session for giving volunteer certificates. At Markfield we
have certificates of attendance for those that have not completed all of the training
sessions and then also a certificate of completion for volunteers that have attended
the whole course. This a lovely way to end the training course. If volunteers
completed the homework task for session 3 ‘Research one free activity families can
do in Haringey or another community resource relevant to the befriending project’
we compiled these together as an extra resource volunteers can take with them. We
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planned an extra special lunch on the last day – usually a hot Turkish meal as we had
details for an excellent caterer! At the end of the training we highlighted key dates
for volunteers such as upcoming supervision dates or the next Saturday Family Club
which we encouraged volunteers to attend at least once as part of their induction.
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Training Folder Structure
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1 Day 1 Introduction
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Training Notes – Day 1.doc
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Training Notes – Day 2.doc
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Assessing & Matching
Practical considerations
When recruiting a volunteer we ask straight away their availability (days, times),
where they will be travelling from (ie work, home) This helps us to immediately start
to consider potential matches, based on availably and location – we do not ask
volunteers to travel for longer than 30 minutes to get to their matched family (there
obviously can be some flexibility to this but this works as a general rule)
Skills and interests
We talk to volunteers during the recruitment process about what they feel their
areas of skill/interest are (eg playing with younger children, sports, spending time
with parents, helping young people go out locally) We might encourage volunteers
to push the boundaries of what they feel they can do based on our observation of
them during training – for example a parent with small children may have thought
they could only volunteer with children and yet demonstrate lots of transferable
skills to working more directly with parents or even older children. However on the
whole we want volunteers to feel confident and skilled for the match and would not
ask anyone to do anything they didn’t think they could manage.
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Family requests
On the referral form we complete with families we ask if they have any particular
requests and this might include the gender or age of a volunteer or even their
religious or cultural background. We would review this further with the family and
when considering a potential match we have often spoken with families about why
they thought only a male or female would work for example and potentially have
encouraged them to think more broadly about what the volunteer is able to offer.
Mostly families do not have any specific requirements but occasionally it does seem
that what the child, young person or parent needs would be best facilitated by
someone of a specific age or gender we have tried to accommodate this. For
example a match with a teenage young man worked particularly well because the
volunteer was male and offered the type of role model that the young man needed
at that time. However we are often not able to match in this very restricted way and
would prefer to match families with volunteers based on their skills and experience.
If a family make a request based on religious or cultural needs we would explore this
further and try to establish exactly what would be a barrier for someone from a
different cultural or religious background volunteering. We have found that through
discussing this further in most cases families were happy to have a volunteer from
any background once they understood the skills and experience they were bringing
and that the volunteer will show respect and consideration for any values or
practices important to the family, for example observing food restrictions or prayer
times.
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Personality/temperament, interests and skills
We do not match volunteers until they have completed or mostly completed the
training. It is during the training that we observe the volunteer and get to know
them better. We make considerations for the match based on their personality and
temperament. For example, are volunteers…
•
•
•

very outgoing or laid back?
really keen on sports and physical activities or are they better suited to a
match that will focus on talking?
confident playing and being silly or does this make them feel uncomfortable?

We consider if the volunteer has any particular knowledge or experience of different
disabilities, communication systems or behavior needs. We want to make best use of
the skills and knowledge the volunteer brings to the project and aim that they feel
prepared and confident going into the match.

Information sharing
We speak initially to the volunteer about the possible family match once we have
identified one we think will work and check again practical issues such as location
and journey time, availability (checking this hasn’t changed as it may have been a
couple of months since the interview) and also confirming any safety considerations
such as if the volunteer is happy to go into a home with dogs for example.
We tell the volunteer about the family and what we imagine the goals or outcomes
might be based on what the family have said they would most value form a
volunteer. Once we have a commitment from the volunteer we will approach the
family and tell them about the volunteer. If they are happy to continue with the
match we will set up an introductory meeting.
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About the child.doc
Initial assessment of family needs.doc
Volunteer Agreement Befriender.doc
Volunteer Info for matching.doc
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First Meeting
Planning
The volunteer co-ordinator arranges a first meeting with the family and volunteer.
This is an opportunity for everyone to meet, to set the matching agreement, confirm
procedures such as how they will arrange or confirm the volunteer time each week
(or let each other know if they cant make the arrangement for some reason), agree
rules and is also an opportunity for the volunteer coordinator to carry out a risk
assessment for the volunteer’s lone working.
Observing the interaction between the volunteer and family is useful for the
volunteer coordinator (although of course everyone is likely to be a little stiff and
anxious at a first meeting). If there are any obvious issues the volunteer coordinator
can help address these but usually the meeting is a way to establish practical
arrangements, set clear boundaries and clear communication systems for the match.
It is also the time to agree the initial goals or outcomes for the match, which can be
reviewed and updated once the match has started if necessary.

Reminders and follow up
The Volunteer Co-ordinator (VC) will have note of the first visit date and time and
will contact the volunteer beforehand to check everything is OK and essentially
ensure they are going. The first visit is so important for first impressions, we want to
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help ensure it happens smoothly. There is a lone working procedure that includes
the volunteer texting the VC at the end of the visit, so this is a chance to remind
them to do this as well.
The VC makes contact with the family and volunteer to check how the first visit
went, and to remind everyone that they are available if needed. The VC will remind
both the parent/carer or young person and volunteer that they must communicate
directly with each other and suggest that they text or call a few days before each
visit to check in and confirm the time/meeting place.
It’s important everyone is clear that the VC does not organise each session but
rather just needs to be updated by the volunteer if the time or date change or if
there are changes to the visiting plan such as a longer session to go on a trip out
together.
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Checklist for first matching meeting.doc
Contact Information for volunteers.doc
Contact Information for Parents.doc
Parent & Volunteer Matching Agreement.doc
Parent Agreement and information form.doc
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Ongoing supervision and support for Volunteers
As with any volunteering role, it’s important that your befrienders receive regular,
ongoing supervision sessions. In this context, ‘supervision’ simply describes a
meeting that takes place between the Volunteer Coordinator and befriender. The
meetings give both people an opportunity to explore the experience, raise
questions, concerns or queries. Of equal importance during supervision, is the
opportunity to talk about what is going well.
There are a number of supervision models you can adopt. Most commonly, 1-2-1
meetings every 4-6 weeks offer the best balance for everyone. However, you could
meet more often if it was felt to be beneficial. You might also decide to carry out
group supervision, if you felt this was the most effective way to check in with your
befrienders.
Whichever model you choose, it’s important to understand that this is your
opportunity to ‘check in’ with your volunteers, openly value and recognise their
work and achievements and give them a space and time to talk about their
experience. Supervision should never be rushed, and some forethought should go
into the session ahead of time, on the part of the Volunteer Coordinator.
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Session record sheet - example.doc
Session record sheet.doc
Session sheet 2 – Follow up notes & concerns.doc
Volunteer Supervision proforma.doc
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Managing Endings
It is difficult to end services, especially one that is based so significantly on a
relationship. At Markfield we have learnt that the best approach is to be clear and
talk about the ending right from the start. In our matches we are always clear about
the timeframe of the match (at least 6 months) and when we will have a review
meeting (3 months into the match). We prepare for the review meeting by speaking
to both the family and volunteer independently, to gather their views on how things
are going and their hopes for the continuation or ending of the match.

Most commonly, families are keen for the match to continue beyond six months and
if the volunteer is able to, this has often happened. However it is sometimes not
possible for a volunteer to continue and even if they do, an ending will come at
some time as the match can not continue indefinitely (we usually extend the match
for another three months and have another review at this point).
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We use the opportunity at the three-month review to talk about ways the match
could end positively and get the family and volunteer thinking of things they might
enjoy doing together when the time comes. The aim of this is to create a positive
moment such as a trip out or a special activity that will happen to say good bye.
A month before the agreed ending date the Volunteer Coordinator again makes
contact with the family and volunteer to check on the ending plans; sometimes this
involves helping the volunteer risk assess or plan a trip or come to Markfield to use
resources for a leaving activity.
For one match, the volunteer spent time with the family to research possible days
out. They identified a festival in a park a short train-ride away. The volunteer’s
feedback was that the day out was great and her strongest memory was the look of
‘sheer delight’ on the face of the child as she had never been on a train before.
Other ending activities have included having an indoor picnic or party at the family
home, an indoor cinema afternoon with popcorn or a trip for ice cream in the local
park. Creating a scrap book has been a wonderful parting gift from some volunteers.
This has included photos and captions or comments about activities the family and
volunteer had done together and messages about how much they have liked being
with the family. At times this has been made by the volunteer and presented to the
family, but it has also been done as a collective project together. Even if volunteers
don’t create a scrapbook, we encourage them to give a card or letter to the family,
possibly with their photograph or ideally one of them all together, to say good bye
and share a lovely memory.

Some volunteers have arranged to maintain contact with the family after the formal
‘match’ has ended. We would always discuss with the volunteer in advance and help
them to be clear that they can genuinely offer some ongoing time to the family.
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Sometimes it is tempting to make a commitment because saying goodbye is hard
and we want to make sure the volunteer is not going to let the family down, even
with the best intentions. We would also talk to the family and ensure they know that
Markfield would no longer be involved in the match, we would no longer supervise
the volunteer or be a point of contact. Once this information is clear, the
arrangement has often worked really well.
In one match the volunteer maintained contact with the family including arranging
to take the children out on a ‘girls day out’ to the cinema. The volunteer also offered
to come with the family on some trips Markfield organised so that it would be
possible for them to take part. This informal arrangement worked well for both the
volunteer and family who said they felt they had ‘made a friend for life’ through the
befriending project.
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End of befriending reflection.pdf
End of befriending reflection.pub
Ending Placement – goodbye letter.doc
Markfield Volunteer Ending Interview.doc
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Celebrating your volunteers
Recognising and acknowledging the contribution your volunteers make is critical to
any successful volunteering programme. Broadly speaking, recognition falls into two
categories – formal and informal practices.
It's important to once again understand people's motivations for volunteering, as
this will influence the kind of recognition you give, how often you give it and
whether publicly or more privately.
For some volunteers, reward and recognition comes largely from the impact they
have on the project beneficiaries. For others, a public display of recognition such as
an award ceremony, are a powerful way for you to say thanks. What matters of
course, is that you find an effective way to thank and celebrate your volunteers.

Formal Practices
Certificates, awards ceremonies, badges, even dinners – these are all formal
methods of openly acknowledging your volunteers’ contribution to the organisation
and/or project. Depending on the time span of your project and volunteers'
involvement, an annual celebration or event can be a great way to acknowledge and
say thank you. Many charities use Volunteers’ Week (1-7 June, annually) to formally
thanks their volunteers and the difference they make. Haringey Time Credits are
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another great way to add value to your ‘reward and recognition’ practices. Visit
www.justaddspice.org for more details.
Ultimately, what’s important is to acknowledge and thank your volunteers at every
stage of their journey with you, but be mindful that some people may feel uneasy
about public demonstrations of gratitude. It’s always a good idea to get to know
your volunteers from the outset, giving you a sense of how they like to be thanked.

Informal Practices
Day-to-day and regular check ins with your volunteers are a powerful way to let
them know that you appreciate them and their efforts. Often, just a simple "thank
you" can go a long way to helping volunteers feel valued. The concept of 'check-ins'
is a further opportunity to involve the volunteer in decisions that directly affect
them. For example, asking broader questions about the volunteer - about their
family or an interest you know they have - can reinforce your care and interest in the
volunteer as a person first.
Recognition should be built into your befriending project from day one of your
volunteer involvement. Designing in an ongoing intention to regularly and sincerely
thank your volunteers will go a long way to building trust, confidence and loyalty to
your project.
At Markfield, we tried to find broader and novel ways of saying thank you. One
example was arranging a free Tai Chi session…
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Certificates.pdf
Certificates.pub
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Review and evaluation
Benefits of Effective Monitoring & Evaluation
Aside from the positive experiences of both befriender and beneficiary, a proactive
and well-thought-out approach to project monitoring has several additional benefits.
It helps you to understand how well your project is performing

Monitoring Success
As with all projects we need to make sure we are measuring the value and success of
the work being done. For the befriending project we set up a number of systems for
monitoring and evaluation.
This process started with the matching agreement. Although a flexible document it
was used to clearly state the goals and the outcomes the family and volunteer aimed
to achieve during their time together. This was important for managing expectations
about what could happen, protecting the volunteer so that it was clear what they
were not able to do (such as house work or lone caring for children) and give the
match a focus such as spending time playing with children, allowing the parent to
have a break or helping the family to go out locally.
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This goal was then something for us to measure against throughout the match, at
the review point and at the end of the match. In the simplest sense; did the
volunteer help the family to do the things they hoped for? It may be that the focus
of the match changes or is extended during the match and this would be included in
the review.
Whilst it may seem obvious for the match to have a goal or outcome it could easily
just be measured as an output ie ‘a volunteer spends two hours a week with the
family’. (Refer back to your original Project Plan, to think more broadly about the
outputs and outcomes).
The problem here is that this doesn’t tell us the value of this output, whether the
time spent was useful and meaningful for those involved and so agreeing an
outcome enables the volunteer coordinator to review the success of the match in a
more meaningful way and to support the volunteer throughout the process to stay
focused on achieving the agreed goal.
We collected qualitative feedback throughout the project with evaluation forms for
both families and volunteers at the review meeting and ending meeting. We also
recorded comments and feedback from supervision sessions and phone calls or
meetings with the family or volunteer throughout the match.
In the evaluation forms, we asked families to assess the value of the match and the
impact on their family. This enabled us to collate some quantitative data about the
overall value and success of the project as well as for each individual match.
For the end of each match, we designed a tool for encouraging reflection and
gathering feedback. We asked each person to reflect on key areas such as ‘my
favourite memory’ or ‘a challenge we overcame’ this activity was done all together
in the meeting with the volunteer, parents/carers and children or young people all
participating (in whatever way they could).
We found this approach was a great way to get a conversation going about the
match and by supporting each person to make statements to each other it created a
positive and safe space for sharing and reflecting together. The volunteer
coordinator also left the meeting with direct quotes of feedback about what was
challenging and what was most valued by those involved. Some of the feedback we
gathered through this process included:

My favorite memory was… “watching (the
volunteer and my child) playing in the
playground while I relaxed and enjoyed a
bit of time for myself.” Parent
I feel really proud... “of the way (the child)
has grown in confidence and the way we can
play together and both enjoy it.” Volunteer
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My favorite memory was... “going into the
cold water (on the seaside trip)!” Child
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Child feedback.doc
End of befriending reflection – parent.pdf
End of befriending reflection – parent.pub
Parent and Volunteer Review Meeting.doc
Parent feedback form.doc
Session observation.doc
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Case Studies
Offering Respite and New Skills
An example of how a befriending match gave much needed respite to a carer and
offered new ideas to the family. This case study also highlights the importance of
getting the matching process right and how valuable supervision sessions are for
sharing good practice.
When we met Max he was 18 months old, he was not yet crawling but loved being
picked up and cuddled by his family. Max has a diagnosis of Downs Syndrome, his
dad and older sister have complex health needs and are also registered as disabled.
Max’s mum is the main carer for everyone in the family and when we first met her
she was exhausted and felt that her daily caring responsibilities didn’t leave her time
to take Max to playgroups or to spend enough time playing with him at home. It was
difficult for Max’s sister and dad to play with him down on the floor and so mum felt
he was missing out on some important development opportunities and play.
Our volunteer Giada, was skilled and experienced with younger children. She had a 4
and 6-year-old, was a regular user of the Under 5s stay and play drop in at Markfield,
and was passionate about the importance of play.
Reflecting on what the family said they most needed and what the volunteer felt
confident and keen to do, we thought this would be an excellent match. During the
matching process the needs of the family and the skills and interests of the volunteer
were discussed further. It was agreed that Giada would use her weekly visits to play
with Max, aiming to encourage his physical and communication development. It was
also hoped that this time would offer Max’s mum a chance to catch up on other
domestic tasks.
The agreement really matched the needs of the family with what the volunteer
could offer and the family reported some fantastic outcomes as a result. Through
playing at floor level, using interactive and movement play activities, Giada was able
to engage Max and support his physical development.
A lovely result of the successful play sessions was that other members of the family,
including Max’s 11 year old brother, Michael were interested and keen to pick up
new ideas. Michael began to join in the sessions, crawling around and playing
peekaboo. Max’s sister told us that Michael continued to use some of Giada’s play
ideas at other times, such as when he came home from school which not only
increased Max’s developmental opportunities but also gave Michael a wonderful
sense of achievement as he was able to help his brother and mum in new ways.
One unexpected and much valued consequence of the befriending visits was that
mum was able to get some much needed rest. During one visit Max’s mum slept for
the whole time, her elder daughter told us how much of a difference that had made
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“Max woke Mum up at 3am, and then she
had to help bathe my dad and I had an
episode of my Crohn’s this morning. She
really needed that sleep!”
It was great when Giada came to group supervision as she had so many positive
experiences to share with other volunteers. Giada’s befriending match worked really
well at building on the skills she already had and offering her an opportunity to learn
more and respond to a family’s needs as she got to know them better. As Giada’s
confidence grew during the project she was able to share the play ideas and
activities with other volunteers during supervision sessions that not only gave her a
further boost but was also a brilliant learning opportunity and motivating experience
for the other volunteers.

Trying New Things
An example of how a family was supported to do new and exciting things. This case
study shows that with the right support from within the organisation, volunteers and
families can feel empowered to try unexpected things.
Alexandra was matched with a family of two children, Ana who was nearly 6 and has
a diagnosis of cerebral palsy and her younger brother Ben who was 2½ and had
some language difficulties and later was diagnosed with autism. Frances was a single
parent and wanted a volunteer to play with Ana.
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Once Alexandra had built a good relationship with the family she started to
encourage family outings as she noticed the family were not able to go out very
often to have fun together. The family planned these trips together with Alexandra
and with help from Markfield, which started with attending Markfield and other
local play groups. As the family and Alexandra got more confident going out they
became more adventurous and went all the way into central London using public
transport. When the family went to see the Changing of the Guard, Frances told
Alexandra

“I feel as if I’ve just got off the plane (to
the UK) I’ve always wanted to see this and
never had the chance.”
Alexandra became aware that Frances was quite isolated and didn’t have many
people to talk to. She offered Frances a thirty minute tea and chat at the end of her
visits so she could still maximise time with the children but also spend some one to
one time with Frances, offering a friendly, listening ear.
Alexandra sometimes found it difficult to process some of the things shared by
Frances, but made good use of supervision to gain both practical knowledge, such as
knowing where to signpost Frances for help with specific issues, and emotional
support for herself.
Having supported Frances to find out as much as possible about both autism and
cerebral palsy, Alexandra told us how wonderful it was to see how Frances gained
confidence in supporting her children and even felt empowered to share her
knowledge with her church.
A fantastic outcome of this match was unexpected ways that the befriender was
able to make a difference to Frances and her children. With Markfield’s support in
reflecting on the needs of the family, practical preparations for trips and introducing
resources Alexandra was confident sharing knowledge with the family and trying
new and exciting things such as trips. This match remained flexible and both the
volunteer and family were willing to develop how they spent time together.
Markfield were regularly in contact with both Frances and Alexandra, through catch
up phone calls, the match review meeting and volunteer supervision and so were
able to offer emotional and practical support to Alexandra who then had the
confidence to extend the original matching agreement to include additional support
and possibilities beyond what had originally been expected.
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Volunteer Forms
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